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Roll No. : 5910012  

Personal Details:  
Name: SAMAN SADIQ  
Father's Name: MOHD SADIQ ANSARI  
Mother's Name: KISHWER JAHAN  

Test Centre Name/Code : Museology  
Test Date & Time : 04/10/2017 / 3-5pm  

Signature of Candidate :  
Name & Signature of Invigilator :  

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE  

1. This Admit Card is provisional. It is only after verification of eligibility that you would be considered for admission. Mere appearing or qualifying the test does not entitle you for admission.  
2. Question paper consist of two Sections:  
   Section A: Consist of MCQ's  
   Section B: Subjective type questions  
Use only Ball Point Pen (black/blue) for making entries in the Question booklet and the OMR Answer Sheet. Bring your own Stationery Items wherever required to attempt the Test.  
3. Handbag / carry bag/ mobile phone / calculator /any other electronic gadget/ eatables / beverages (except drinking water) or any paper (other than the Admit Card) are not allowed inside the Admission Test Hall/ Room. The University shall not be responsible for its safekeeping.  
4. You will be permitted to enter the Admission Test Hall/Room only 15 minutes before the scheduled commencement of the test AND in no case 15 minutes later than the scheduled commencement of the test.  
5. For OMR based tests, you should initially complete entries on the OMR Answer Sheet. The Question Booklet shall be provided to you 15 minutes after the scheduled commencement of the Test and the test duration, as specified on the Question Booklet, shall be reckoned from the moment of its distribution.  
6. Do not use whitener/ correction fluid for making any corrections on the OMR Answer Sheet / booklet.  
7. You will not be permitted to leave your seat for the entire duration of the Admission Test, except under exigencies. You should hand over the original OMR Sheet/ Answer Booklet and Admit Card to the Invigilator before leaving the seat after the test is over.  
8. Don't use any unfair means or impersonation in the Admission Test lest it will be dealt with severely as per the rules Students' Conduct & Discipline Rules of the University.  
9. No request for re-evaluation / re-totaling shall be entertained.  
10. There shall be no negative marking for the OMR based questions.  
11. Candidates who considered themselves to be exempted from the written Admission Test will be doing so at their own risk. Exemption from the Admission Test will be decided by the scrutiny Committee. The decision of the Committee shall be final and binding.  
12. If an exempted candidate (as per ordinance) choose the option of appearing in the written test then the marks obtain in the written test will be final and he/she have no claim on any other benefits.  
13. Violation of any instructions as given in the Ordinance/regulation for Ph.D. or printed on the Admit Card, Question Booklet, OMR Answer Sheets or as announced by the invigilators during the Test will lead to cancellation of his/her candidature.  

Results of Admission Tests shall be made available on the official website: www.amucontrollerexams.com